Late last year, Americans woke, dressed, read the newspaper, and learned that the Federal Government had been spying on them for over three years. The White House had asked the *New York Times* not to publish an article detailing President Bush’s authorization of National Security Agency (NSA) wiretapping of American citizens. The paper consequently delayed publication of the story for a year. When the news finally broke, it ignited a firestorm of public controversy.

Months after the attacks of 9/11, President Bush ordered the NSA, the Defense Department’s electronic and signals intelligence collection agency, to intercept and conduct wiretaps on Americans’ international telephone calls and e-mail messages. Some intelligence and national security law experts have concluded that the President’s procedure sidestepped court orders otherwise required for government monitoring of domestic communications.
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Critics have charged that the administration violated the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) of 1978, which was designed to protect Americans’ privacy by requiring warrants for government eavesdropping. Some lawmakers have expressed concern about the reticence of the White House to brief Congress on the program.

The Bush Administration has defended both the legality and the usefulness of the program. Since its disclosure, Attorney General Alberto Gonzales has argued that Congress’ authorization of military force after the 9/11 attacks gave the President the requisite power. According to President Bush and other Administration officials, the wiretaps have yielded valuable intelligence that would otherwise have not been available.

White House assurances have failed to assuage concerns about infringements on Americans’ privacy rights. In a February 2006 Senate Judiciary Committee hearing, Senator Dianne Feinstein told Attorney General Alberto Gonzales, “I can only believe – and this is my honest view – that this program is much bigger and much broader than you want anyone to know.” For some, revelations of intelligence agencies’ spying on Americans recalls the Church Committee investigations of the 1970s, in which the CIA, FBI, and NSA were implicated in mail-opening, wiretapping, and other gross violations of U.S. citizens’ right to privacy.

The public’s understandable anger in response to these events has profound implications for the federal government’s homeland security efforts. If the government fails to maintain the traditional line of separation between domestic intelligence operations and foreign intelligence
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operations, long-established privacy protections enshrined not only in the Constitution, but also in the guidelines, rules, and regulations that govern our domestic law enforcement agencies will be at risk. The American people will come to distrust a government bent on winning the war on terror at all costs, even if it means sacrificing their personal privacy.

One place where this breakdown of privacy protections could also occur is the National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC), initially a creation of the Bush Administration and now one of several new entities established in the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004 (Intelligence Reform Act).\(^{11}\) The NCTC combines the intelligence capabilities of the CIA, the FBI, and other agencies in order to integrate and analyze intelligence information for the purpose of developing strategic plans to protect the homeland.\(^ {12}\) While the NCTC’s mission should be encouraged, its constituent members have traditionally had very different missions and have operated under vastly different legal regimes. In the NCTC’s zeal to help root out terrorists and their plans, it is possible that the rules of foreign intelligence gathering, which are largely free of civil liberties concerns, will overtake traditional rules that apply to both domestic intelligence and law enforcement operations. Given the risk of “mission creep,” Congressional oversight alone will not ensure that the NCTC will adequately respect privacy rights.\(^ {13}\) Congress instead must empower the Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board (PCLOB), a separate creation of the Intelligence Reform Act, to take an assertive role in this area.\(^ {14}\) Using the Department of Homeland Security’s Privacy Office (DHS Privacy Office) as a model, Congress must provide the PCLOB with greater independence, increased oversight powers, and appropriate authority to

\(^{12}\) Intelligence Reform Act § 1021.
guide the development of comprehensive, consistent, and effective privacy policies that will ensure that the NCTC becomes an effective means to protect our nation from terrorism – and not a tool to rob Americans of their rights.

**The Department of Homeland Security Privacy Officer and Privacy Office**

In the wake of 9/11, many Americans became concerned that sweeping new law enforcement powers adopted to bolster national security, to increase information sharing between the CIA and FBI, and to create a new department to address terrorist threats might render privacy rights a casualty of the war on terror. Without a plan for safeguarding privacy, “concerns [were] expressed on a bipartisan basis about the anticipated agency's ability to collect, manage, share, and secure personally identifiable information.”

To alleviate this fear, Congress included a provision in the Homeland Security Act of 2002 (hereinafter “Homeland Security Act”) that created within the DHS the first statutorily required Privacy Officer, an official who would be tasked with avoiding undue encroachment upon privacy rights. The DHS Privacy Officer’s responsibilities include: (1) assuring that the use of technologies sustain, and do not erode, privacy protections relating to the use, collection and disclosure of personal information; (2) assuring that personal information contained in Privacy Act systems of records is handled in full compliance with fair information practices as set out in the Privacy Act of 1974; (3) evaluating legislative and regulatory proposals involving collection, use and disclosure of personal information by the federal government; (4) conducting privacy impact assessments of proposed DHS rules on the privacy of personal information, including the type of personal information collected and the number of people affected; and (5) preparing a report to Congress.
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on an annual basis about DHS activities that affect privacy, including complaints of privacy violations, implementation of the Privacy Act of 1974, internal controls and other matters.  

“The establishment of [the DHS Privacy Officer position] is consistent with the DHS’ fundamental responsibility to improve security while protecting the civil liberties of all Americans,” noted Michael Scardaville of the Heritage Foundation shortly after the Act’s passage.  

“As the DHS develops ways to prepare for and predict terrorist threats,” he added, “it is also important that it not overreach and either infringe on civil liberties or lay the groundwork on which a future administration might restrict freedom.”

The creation of the DHS Privacy Officer position was a watershed – first and foremost because of its uniqueness. For years, a number of federal agencies had “Privacy Act officers,” but those individuals were often mid-level career officials who had no power to influence policymaking. Moreover, although the Clinton Administration had required agencies to “designate a senior official . . . to assume primary responsibility for privacy policy,” many such officials were political appointees who left their posts in 2001 with the change in administrations. None of the positions were statutorily created, and none were guaranteed to exist in perpetuity. By contrast, the DHS Privacy Officer position is a creature of statute – a development that not only ensures its permanency within the DHS but also subjects it to congressional review.
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adherence to privacy laws. To this day, the DHS Privacy Officer position is the only such statutory position in the Federal Government.

The DHS Privacy Officer is supported by the DHS Privacy Office, which works to promote best practices and to otherwise “operationalize” privacy throughout the DHS culture. Toward that end, the first DHS Privacy Officer, Nuala O’Connor Kelly, summarized her Office’s role as being “not only to inform, educate, and lead privacy practice within the Department, but also to serve as listeners and as a receptive audience to those outside the Department who have questions or concerns about the Department's operations.” In so doing, the DHS Privacy Office operates as a “helpmate” to pre-empt and prevent privacy abuses. The DHS Privacy Office is especially important, however, because of its power to substantively affect policy within the DHS. As O’Connor Kelly described:

Through internal educational outreach and the establishment of internal clearance procedures and milestones for program development, we are helping DHS components to consider privacy whenever developing new programs or revising existing ones. We are evaluating the use of new technologies to ensure that privacy protections are given primary consideration in the development and implementation of these new systems. In this process, DHS professionals have become educated about the need to consider – and the framework for considering – the privacy impact of their technology decisions. We are reviewing Privacy Act systems notices before they are sent forward and ensuring that we collect only those records that are necessary to support our mission. We also guide DHS agencies in developing appropriate privacy policies for their programs and serve as a resource for any questions that may arise concerning privacy, information collection or disclosure. And the Privacy Office of course works closely with various DHS policy officers.
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teams, the Office of the General Counsel, and the Chief Information Officers to ensure that the mission of the Privacy Office is reflected in all DHS initiatives.\textsuperscript{29}

In short, the DHS Privacy Office is responsible not only for oversight of privacy matters but also for helping to develop consistent, comprehensive, and effective guidelines for protecting privacy throughout the twenty-two legacy agencies that comprise the DHS.\textsuperscript{30} The Office’s means of accomplishing its goals is multi-layered; in addition to issuing systems of records notices, general privacy orders, and privacy memos, it influences policy through its Privacy Impact Assessments (PIA’s).\textsuperscript{31} PIA’s analyze the privacy impact of any substantially revised or new “Information Technology System,” as mandated by the E-Government Act of 2002.\textsuperscript{32} The DHS Privacy Office already has released numerous PIA’s on significant policy initiatives, including US-VISIT (which is being designed to capture entry and exit information from non-immigrant visa holders) and Secure Flight (a proposed passenger pre-screening system for commercial aviation).\textsuperscript{33}

Despite these impressive efforts and successes, neither the DHS Privacy Officer position nor the DHS Privacy Office are perfect answers to the question of how to preserve privacy rights in the post-9/11 world. On the contrary, the DHS Privacy Officer needs greater independence and adequate authority in order to properly evaluate privacy concerns within the DHS – without regard to political pressures. That is a level of independence that simply has not been granted to date. Accordingly, a dozen members of Congress have sponsored H.R. 3041, the Privacy Officer with Enhanced Rights (POWER Act) to address these shortcomings.
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The POWER Act would provide the DHS Privacy Officer with the authority to require DHS employees to produce documents and to answer questions relevant to privacy matters, a power currently enjoyed by the DHS Inspector General. In addition, it would establish a set term for the DHS Privacy Officer and also require her to submit privacy reports directly to Congress – without any prior comment or amendment from the DHS Secretary. “The POWER Act will help to ensure that the accountability necessary to determine if DHS agencies are adequately protecting privacy and following current law and policy,” said Ari Schwartz of the Center for Democracy and Technology. Indeed, an independent and effective DHS Privacy Officer is precisely what the Department needs to guard against the kinds of abuses recently reported with the NSA’s domestic spying program. “We understand that a truly vigorous and independent privacy officer can be inconvenient for government officials over the short term,” ACLU attorney Tim Sparapani has noted. “But over the long run, vigorous checks and balances will strengthen the Department of Homeland Security by inspiring greater public confidence in DHS programs . . .”

Even if the POWER Act fails to become law, however, the DHS experience can and should serve as a template for preserving privacy throughout the executive branch. As James X. Dempsey of the Center for Democracy and Technology has noted, “[T]he DHS Privacy Officer legislation is a model for other agencies . . . With some further reforms we support . . . statutory Privacy Officers should be an important element of the overall approach to meeting the public’s
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deeply-held and constitutionally-based interests in privacy protection even in the pursuit of urgent governmental missions like counterterrorism.”

**Intelligence Analysis and Integration:**
**Missed Opportunities for Privacy Oversight**

Congress’ original plan to locate a collaborative intelligence analysis and integration center within the DHS would have placed that function squarely under the supervision of the DHS Privacy Office. Specifically, the Homeland Security Act created the Information Analysis and Infrastructure Protection Directorate (IAIP) to collect, analyze, and disseminate intelligence information about terrorist threats to the nation. In early 2003, however, just months after the IAIP’s creation, the Bush Administration began wresting that function from the DHS by creating a separate entity under the Director of Central Intelligence: the Terrorist Threat Integration Center (TTIC). The TTIC, staffed by representatives on assignment from the CIA, the FBI, the DHS, and other agencies, inherited many of the analysis responsibilities of the IAIP before it even got off the ground. Nevertheless, the TTIC’s lifespan, like the IAIP’s, was a short one.

In order to promote effective intelligence analysis, integration and information sharing,
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the 9/11 Commission specifically recommended the creation of the NCTC, built on the
foundation of the TTIC, to break “the mold of national government organization” by being “a
center for joint operational planning and joint intelligence, staffed by personnel from the various
agencies.” President Bush ultimately adopted the 9/11 Commission’s recommendation in this
regard and directed that the TTIC be integrated into the NCTC. The NCTC’s proposed
mission, “encompasses IAIP’s original analysis role, as set down in the Homeland Security Act
of 2002 . . . which said the directorate should ‘access, receive and analyze law enforcement
information, intelligence information, and other information . . . and to integrate such
information’ to identify terrorist threats to the United States.”

Then DHS Secretary Tom Ridge acknowledged as much in September 2004 during a hearing before the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee, when he testified that the NCTC would take over “a lot” of threat assessment responsibilities from the IAIP. In response to the 9/11 Commission Report, and following the Bush Administration’s creation of the NCTC by Executive Order, Congress formally established the NCTC as the primary fusion center for all terrorism intelligence analysis and integration in the Intelligence Reform Act in late 2004.

By removing the intelligence analysis and integration function from the IAIP and the
DHS, relocating it to the TTIC, and then finally moving it to the NCTC, the Bush Administration
negated any constructive role that the DHS Privacy Office could have played in
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“operationalizing” privacy into this critical component of the nation’s counterterrorism arsenal. In fact, the DHS’ privacy oversight opportunities were squandered as soon as the Bush Administration divested the IAIP of its responsibilities. As the Markle Foundation noted at that time:

[T]he Executive Branch should create within the TTIC the appropriate institutional mechanisms to safeguard privacy rights. When Congress passed legislation to establish the DHS, it was careful to include a privacy officer and a civil rights and civil liberties officer. If the TTIC is going to perform much of the analysis and information–sharing mission Congress had intended for the DHS, then it should have commensurate privacy-protection measures.46

The Bush Administration never effectively followed through – either with the TTIC or the NCTC – to fulfill the Homeland Security Act’s explicit goal of bolstering privacy rights while strengthening our nation’s post-9/11 intelligence capabilities. This is an unacceptable situation, especially with an entity like the NCTC, where agencies traditionally involved in foreign intelligence operations overseas are commingled with agencies responsible for domestic intelligence and law enforcement activities.

The CIA, the FBI, and the NCTC: A Recipe for Mission Creep

Intelligence reforms undertaken in the 1970s largely limited the CIA to gathering foreign intelligence abroad while providing the FBI with domestic law enforcement and intelligence responsibilities, specifically for counter-espionage and international terrorism investigations.47 Kate Martin, Director of the Center for National Security Studies, described the importance of this dichotomy for civil liberties purposes:

The CIA acts overseas, in secret, and its mission includes violating the laws of the country in which it is operating when necessary. It is charged with collecting information overseas without regard to individual privacy, rights against self-incrimination, or requirements for admissibility of evidence. It is also tasked with carrying out covert actions to influence events by whatever means the President authorizes. The agency
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gives the highest priority to protection of its sources and methods. In contrast, the FBI’s law enforcement efforts involve the collection of information for use as evidence at trial, and its methods and informants are quite likely to be publicly identified. Perhaps most significantly, law enforcement agencies, unlike intelligence agencies, must always operate within the law of whatever jurisdiction in which they are operating.\footnote{Id. (emphasis in original).}

Although the National Security Act of 1947, which created the CIA, prohibits the CIA from exercising “police, subpoena, or law enforcement powers or internal security functions,” it is still permitted to conduct intelligence operations against Americans inside the United States so long as the CIA’s purpose is not, among other things, to acquire information concerning their “domestic activities.”\footnote{Center for National Security Studies, Intelligence Activities in the United States: Recommendations to Protect Civil Liberties 6 (2005), available at http://www.cnss.org/domintei%200305.doc (citing Exec. Order No. 12,333, 46 Fed. Reg. 59,941 (Dec. 4, 1981), as amended by Exec. Order No. 13,355, 69 Fed. Reg. 53,593 (Sept. 1, 2004) [hereinafter Exec. Order No. 12,333]). The CIA is also authorized to collect and keep broad categories of information including: publicly available information, information obtained in the course of lawful foreign intelligence, counterintelligence or counterterrorism investigation, and information about Americans “reasonably believed to be potential sources or contacts.” Exec. Order No. 12,333, §§ 2.3(a), (c), and (f); see also Richard A. Best, Jr. et al., Director of National Intelligence: Statutory Authorities, Congressional Research Service, 2-3 (April 8, 2005) available at http://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/intel/RS22112.pdf (noting that the Intelligence Reform Act restates the major responsibilities of the CIA Director, which include the collection of intelligence through human sources and by other appropriate means, “but with no police, subpoena, or law enforcement powers or internal security functions ….”).}

Moreover, Executive Order 12333 requires that “[t]he collection of foreign intelligence or counterintelligence within the United States shall be coordinated with the FBI as required by procedures agreed upon by the Director of Central Intelligence and the Attorney General.”\footnote{Exec. Order No. 12,333, § 1.8(a).}

Addressing these restrictions, Martin further noted key differences between government investigations for foreign intelligence purposes and investigations for law enforcement purposes:

The constitutional concerns for Fourth Amendment due process and First Amendment rights of Americans and others located inside U.S. borders do not extend to aliens overseas and thus place fewer restrictions on government activity abroad than at home. (An intelligence agency collecting information overseas for use by policymakers has less opportunity to improperly use that information against individuals than does a police agency working with prosecutors.) While the task of foreign intelligence is to learn as much as possible to provide analyses to policymakers, deep-seated notions of privacy...
rooted in the Constitution limit the information the government may collect and keep about Americans.\(^{51}\)

Observers have long recognized the risks to civil liberties presented by the expanding missions and roles of domestic intelligence agencies, missions that at the NCTC now include the sharing of foreign and domestic intelligence by the CIA, the FBI, and other agencies. More than five years before 9/11, Stewart Baker, the former general counsel of the National Security Agency, commented that “[i]ntelligence-gathering tolerates a degree of intrusiveness, harshness, and deceit that Americans do not want applied against themselves.”\(^{52}\) “Combining domestic and foreign intelligence functions,” he warned, “creates the possibility that domestic law enforcement will be infected by the secrecy, deception, and ruthlessness that international espionage requires.”\(^{53}\) While Baker concluded that the Department of Justice (DOJ) has served as an effective check on intelligence activities in the United States since reforms were adopted in the 1970s, he opined, in a particularly prescient comment, that “should it [DOJ] come to depend on the intelligence agencies to help it enforce the law, the department will be less credible, and perhaps less vigilant, as a guardian of civil liberties.”\(^{54}\)

Stephen Marrin, a former analyst with both the CIA and the General Accounting Office’s Defense Capabilities and Management Team, has since documented the apparent realization of this fear:

The ability to use counterterrorism surveillance capabilities for general law enforcement purposes will be a temptation not easily resisted, and such mission expansion may already be occurring. In February 2003, the New York Times reported that “FBI-led task forces whose primary duty is stopping al-Qaida and other international groups . . . have thwarted several would-be domestic terrorists in recent months,” including specific plans by members of the Ku Klux Klan and Jewish militants. The article quoted U.S. Attorney Mary Beth Buchanan, who justified this expansion of focus by saying, “Domestic
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terrorism can be devastating as well. We are continuing to deal with both.” . . . By expanding the definition of “security threat” to encompass foreign individuals acting as lone-wolf terrorists and other domestic terrorist groups – including neo-Nazi groups, anarchic environmentalists, and animal liberation groups, it is only a small leap to apply counterterrorism capabilities to track and catch individual lawbreakers and everyday criminals.”

Under such circumstances, Marrin noted, “[d]omestic intelligence mission creep is highly likely due to the benefits accruing from other uses of the information.” He concluded that this threat can be countered by incorporating overlapping procedural guidelines and oversight mechanisms at the start of any new domestic intelligence program, something apparently absent or otherwise ignored during the NSA’s latest surveillance effort.

Others have also warned about the mission creep danger. Prior to TTIC’s integration into the NCTC, Bobby Brady, deputy chief information officer for the CIA, addressed the problem of information sharing between the CIA and the FBI in precisely these terms. “Our job is to develop intelligence on foreign threats and at the same time protect our data and sources,” he said. “[The] FBI has the task of domestic law enforcement and turning investigations into convictions. There is a reason we don’t mix. [If we shared all information,] there would be legal and political ramifications we can’t even foresee.” The Markle Foundation concurred:

[T]he creation of the TTIC as an all-source intelligence fusion and analysis center—with access to both foreign intelligence and domestic intelligence and law enforcement information concerning U.S. persons—confronts us with the question of what will replace the previous “line at the border” that largely defined the distinctive rules for foreign and domestic intelligence. There has been no significant public debate on this fundamental question, and it is a critical area for presidential guidance. It is possible that
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the Executive Branch has radically changed the balance of liberties with this organizational move.\textsuperscript{61}

The same holds true for the NCTC. As Todd M. Masse noted shortly after its creation, “the possibility exists that unintentional mission creep and operational zeal could lead to situations in which rules designed to guide traditional foreign intelligence collection may be applied to U.S. persons.”\textsuperscript{62} He added that civil liberties could be at risk, “if domestic intelligence is directed against them in a manner that may not be consistent with or constrained by appropriate Attorney General Guidelines.”\textsuperscript{63} For example, a prolonged war on terror or the heightened threat posed by terrorists armed with a weapon of mass destruction might well lead some to ignore the Constitution, applicable statutes, and DOJ privacy and other regulations when (1) working with confidential informants; (2) performing undercover activities and operations; (3) using nonconsensual electronic surveillances, pen registers and trap and trace devices; (4) accessing stored wire and electronic communications and transactional records; (5) using consensual electronic monitoring; and (6) executing searches and seizures.\textsuperscript{64}

Although the 9/11 Commission recommended that the NCTC should lead strategic analysis of all intelligence, foreign and domestic, pertaining to transnational terrorist organizations; should develop net assessments by comparing enemy capabilities and intentions against U.S. defenses and countermeasures; and should provide appropriate warnings to the public, it took heed of these concerns by recommending that the NCTC should \textit{not} direct the actual execution of intelligence operations.\textsuperscript{65} On the contrary, the 9/11 Commission made clear that the FBI, not the CIA, should be responsible for domestic intelligence responsibilities,
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stating, “The FBI’s job in the streets of the United States would thus be a domestic equivalent, operating under the U.S. Constitution and quite different laws and rules, to the job of the CIA’s operations officers abroad.”66 This position found strong support among a bipartisan group of former high-ranking intelligence and national security officials, who during the debate over the Intelligence Reform Act argued:

Even as we merge the domestic and foreign intelligence we collect, we should not merge responsibility for collecting it . . . exclusive responsibility for authorizing and overseeing the act of domestic intelligence collection should remain with the Attorney General. This is the only way to protect the rights of the American people upon whose support a strong intelligence community depends.67

**Unfinished Business: the Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board**

The Intelligence Reform Act ushered in a complete reorganization of the Intelligence Community that included, among other things: (1) replacing the Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) with a Director of National Intelligence (DNI), who not only reports directly to the President on intelligence matters, but also serves above the head of the CIA; (2) formalizing the establishment of the NCTC as set forth in President Bush’s Executive Order 13354; and (3) establishing the Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board (PCLOB).68 Congress created the PCLOB, presently located within the Executive Office of the President, in direct response to the 9/11 Commission’s admonition that legislation should be crafted in order to promote, “an enhanced system of checks and balances to protect the precious liberties that are vital to our way of life.”69

Unlike the DHS Privacy Office, however, the PCLOB has no mandate to inform, educate, or lead privacy practice among those executive branch components involved in war on terror-
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related intelligence and law enforcement activities. It likewise has no power to help develop consistent, comprehensive, and effective privacy guidelines within those components. Instead, the PCLOB can only “advise” the President and agency and department heads to ensure that privacy and civil liberties “are appropriately considered” and advise when adequate guidelines are lacking.\textsuperscript{70} Unlike the DHS Privacy Office, moreover, the PCLOB has practically no independence from the White House. For example, the PCLOB consists of five members (1) all of whom are appointed by the President, and only two of whom, the chairman and vice-chairman, require Senate approval; (2) all of whom serve “at the pleasure of the President”; (3) none of whom need be of different political parties; and (4) none of whom need have any expertise in civil liberties matters.\textsuperscript{71} The PCLOB’s oversight ability, moreover, is severely constrained because it lacks the subpoena power.\textsuperscript{72}

Compounding these problems, it was not until June 2005, six months after the Intelligence Reform Act was enacted, that President Bush actually nominated anyone to the PCLOB – nominations that he did not send on to the Senate until September 2005.\textsuperscript{73} The Senate did not actually approve his chairman and vice chairman picks until February 2006.\textsuperscript{74} Making matters worse, the President set aside only $750,000 for the PCLOB in his fiscal 2006 budget, a mere fraction of the $13 million allotted to the DHS Privacy Office.\textsuperscript{75} While lawmakers subsequently doubled that amount during the appropriations process, the President’s fiscal 2007
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budget includes no express funding for the PCLOB at all— an omission that has resulted in an outcry from both Democratic and Republican quarters. 76 “The failure to move on the [PCLOB] is part of a disturbing trend,” one commentator stated last year. 77 “Too often, the Bush White House has chosen to simply ignore that which it doesn’t like. Congress didn’t vote to ask the administration to think about having a privacy board. It established the board and gave the White House the power to populate it.” 78 Many other observers have similarly concluded that the PCLOB amounts to nothing more than a powerless entity that is unequipped to accomplish the goals laid out by the 9/11 Commission. 79

To address these problems, a bipartisan group of members of the House of Representatives has sponsored the Protection of Civil Liberties Act, H.R. 1310. 80 The Act would address the litany of deficiencies with the PCLOB by (1) establishing it as an independent agency in the executive branch outside the Executive Office of the President; (2) requiring that all five of its appointed members be confirmed by the Senate; (3) requiring that no more than three of its members hail from the same political party; (4) setting six-year, staggered terms for the members; (5) requiring that members have prior experience with protecting civil liberties; (6) specifying that the chairman shall be a full-time member of the PCLOB; (7) increasing PCLOB’s Congressional reporting requirement from once to at least twice yearly; and (8) requiring that each executive department or agency with law enforcement or antiterrorism functions designate a
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privacy and civil liberties officer.\textsuperscript{81} Perhaps most importantly, the Act would give the PCLOB the subpoena power so it can conduct a meaningful analysis of privacy and other civil liberties protections.\textsuperscript{92}

H.R. 1310 is an excellent start to preserving the privacy of all Americans as our nation fights the war on terror. Given the aforementioned risk of “mission creep,” however, Congress should take several additional steps to specifically address the intelligence analysis and integration function being performed by the CIA, the FBI, and other agencies at the NCTC.

First, Congress should expand the PCLOB’s mission beyond merely “advising” agency and department heads about privacy and civil liberties concerns to “reviewing” their policies, procedures, and regulations.\textsuperscript{83} Using the DHS Privacy Office as a model, Congress should draft legislation designating the PCLOB as the gatekeeper for all existing or proposed policies, procedures, regulations, \textit{and programs} by any executive branch components involved in war on terror-related intelligence activities. Specifically, Congress should require those components, including the CIA, the FBI, and all other NCTC constituent agencies, to proactively consult with the PCLOB before, during, and after implementation. In so doing, those components can “operationalize” privacy, both at the outset of any initiative and throughout its duration. To support this mission, Congress should also provide the PCLOB with the power to audit any policy, procedure, regulation, or program undertaken without prior input from the PCLOB so that Congress can be advised of any privacy concerns on an expedited basis.

In addition, Congress should provide the PCLOB with the authority to establish privacy “clearance” procedures and milestones that the NCTC and its constituent agencies must satisfy regarding the development of any new technology-based program used to assemble, analyze,
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integrate, and/or disseminate the personal information of American citizens. As part of that process, the PCLOB, like the DHS Privacy Office, should be empowered to evaluate technologies identified by those agencies through PIA’s (as prescribed in the E-Government Act of 2002) in order to verify that appropriate privacy safeguards are incorporated before those technologies come on line.

Finally, Congress should authorize the PCLOB to issue general privacy guidelines and orders so the PCLOB can harmonize privacy policy at the NCTC. By doing so, Congress will guarantee for the PCLOB the same informational, educational, and leadership role among the NCTC’s constituent agencies that the DHS Privacy Office presently enjoys among the twenty-two legacy agencies that comprise the DHS.

A coordinated privacy policy among these agencies would go a long way toward ensuring they all start on the same privacy “page,” a need for which the NSA domestic spying program vividly demonstrates. Furthermore, a consistent approach in this area would create common experiences and understandings of privacy rights, not only within these agencies, but also among the American people. This would boost the institutional credibility of new entities like the NCTC by showing that the Federal Government is mindful of privacy issues and consequently would inspire confidence in the NCTC’s mission.

Second, Congress should draft legislation that (1) delineates the legal authorities that govern each of the NCTC’s constituent agencies, including the CIA and the FBI, regarding counterterrorism operations; and (2) provides the PCLOB with explicit oversight authority over the NCTC, especially when its operations involve Americans. The Center for National Security Studies warns that the Intelligence Reform Act “removed some of the existing bureaucratic impediments to greater CIA domestic activities, while giving authority to the new
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DNI or Director of the National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC) to task the CIA to carry out domestic intelligence activities, not even limited to collection activities.”[^85] The Center points specifically to Section 119 of the Act, which provides that the NCTC Director can task intelligence agencies with carrying out, “strategic operational plans . . . for [] counterterrorism efforts . . . both inside and outside the United States.”[^86] The Center concludes, “[i]t is not clear that the 1981 E.O. requirement [Executive Order 12333] that CIA activities inside the United States be coordinated with the FBI and conducted pursuant to guidelines approved by the Attorney General will survive these changes.”[^87] Masse addresses this same problem in reference to President Bush’s more recent Executive Order 13354:

> It is explicitly stated in the executive order that “. . . each agency representative to the Center [NCTC], unless otherwise specified by the DCI, shall operate under the authorities of the representative’s agency.” That is, while strategic planning may be joint, if the NCTC Director assigns the FBI, CIA, and Department of Defense certain counterterrorism operations responsibilities, each agency operates under its own legal authorities. While it may be implicit, no such similar and explicit legal authority guidance was provided in P.L. 108-458 [the Intelligence Reform Act].[^88] Without certainty in the law, there can be no accountability under the law – something the Bush Administration’s current attempts to justify the NSA domestic surveillance program makes abundantly clear.[^89] In order to promote public confidence in our homeland security efforts, Congress must amend the Intelligence Reform Act to clarify that when it comes to domestic intelligence operations, the CIA, the FBI, and others are bound not only by the Constitution, but also by the guidelines, rules, and regulations that have traditionally governed such activity.

[^87]: *Id.*
[^89]: See e.g., Eggen and Pincus, *supra* note 4; Gellman, *supra* note 8.
With the Homeland Security Act’s creation of the DHS Privacy Officer position, Congress initiated a commitment to preserving privacy rights throughout the war on terror. That commitment continued after the issuance of the 9/11 Commission Report, a report that not only informed Congress’ efforts while drafting the Intelligence Reform Act but also emphasized the different roles played by the CIA and the FBI in foreign and domestic intelligence operations, respectively. As noted previously, when urging that the NCTC should not be permitted to direct the actual execution of such operations, the 9/11 Commission drew a sharp distinction between CIA operations abroad, on the one hand, and domestic intelligence operations on the other. To the extent some nevertheless might use the NCTC as a means to introduce foreign intelligence techniques against the American people, Congress must set the record straight. In order to bolster the traditional “line at the border” between foreign and domestic intelligence operations even further, Congress should also provide the PCLOB with explicit oversight authority over the NCTC and, for added measure, should require the NCTC to appoint a privacy or civil rights officer as envisioned in H.R. 1310.

Third, Congress should resolve any ambiguity created by the Intelligence Reform Act regarding the Attorney General’s role in the FBI’s domestic intelligence activities. Specifically, Congress should amend the Act to clarify that the Attorney General’s traditional oversight role has not been usurped by the new DNI. The Center for National Security notes that, “[i]t is unclear whether the Attorney General’s traditional authority over the FBI’s intelligence activities has also been limited by provisions in the Intelligence Reform Act that grant the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) authority – not previously granted to the DCI – to task agencies of the intelligence community, including components of the FBI. Certainly there has been no
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public debate about the desirability of such changes.”

In support of this proposition, the Center compares Section 103(c)(2) of the Act which provides that the DNI shall “(ii) determine requirements and priorities for, and manage and direct the tasking of, collection, analysis, production and dissemination of national intelligence by elements of the intelligence community,” with Section 103(c)(2) of the original National Security Act, which simply requires the DCI to “establish the requirements and priorities to govern the collection of national intelligence by elements of the intelligence community.”

For the same reasons as those previously described, Congress never intended to dilute the Attorney General’s oversight authority regarding the FBI’s activities. On the contrary, Congress’ purpose in creating the DNI was to promote greater coordination of the nation’s intelligence effort, not to undermine an effective system of checks and balances. To the extent some might read the Act to mean that the DNI can exempt the FBI from traditional restrictions on domestic intelligence operations, Congress must dispel this notion. Exempting the FBI from Attorney General oversight under any circumstances would rightly feed the public’s concern that the NCTC might put privacy rights at risk.

**Conclusion**

Neither the NCTC nor the Intelligence Community can afford to lose the trust of the American people – a serious risk given recent revelations about how the Bush Administration is executing the war on terror both at home and abroad. By guaranteeing the strength and independence of the DHS Privacy Office through needed reforms; by bolstering the PCLOB and explicitly assigning it oversight of the NCTC; by clearly delineating the privacy obligations of
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the NCTC and its constituent agencies; and by reaffirming the Attorney General’s authority over
the FBI, Congress can ensure that America’s faith in our efforts to defeat the terrorists will not
waver. If we fail to respect the rights of our citizens, however, we risk winning the war on terror
without their cooperation, confidence, or commitment – a hollow victory indeed.